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A Time for Hope
Br. Edmundo Fernandez FSC
Visitor
(Shared Reflection during the Mass for Br. Mikey Cua’s Final Vows and the Celebration
of Br. Jimmy Dalumpines’ Golden Jubilee at La Salle Green Hills, November 20, 2016)

There is fear and uncertainty
aplenty these days. A country that
was meant to be safer because of
the “weeding out of drug addicts
and pushers and dealers” now seem
a lot less safe. We have an
administration that doesn’t care
much about human rights and
whose pronouncements have
encouraged extra judicial killings.
The war on drugs, the centerpiece
o f th e n e w a d m i n istrat i o n’s
campaign has, intentionally or not,
given rise to vigilantism. And then
more recently the President has
hinted, not so subtlety, that he may
suspend the writ of habeas corpus.
We are looking more and more like
we are back in the 70s.
These is also a lot of grieving taking
place these days. The move of this
administration to transfer the
remains of FM to LNMB, declared
legal by the Supreme Court has
opened up old wounds and
resurrected old specters.
The
family’s pronouncement that this will
bring closure has, aside from their camp, convinced no one. As has been written by many in Social Media, healing
and closure doesn’t take place until there is admission. Move on? One of my favorite tweets during this time was
from a man named Jay Fajardo, whose tweet went viral, probably Lasallian because he writes “Animo” in some of his
tweets. He wrote: “In 86, at 17, I faced tanks on EDSA. Don’t tell me to move on especially if we freed the country
for you”. And, of course, the burial last Friday.
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And to cap that bad week, Donald Trump was elected President of the United States. I felt personally saddened,
depressed even. It wasn’t so much because this man was elected over Hilary Clinton (and we know she’s not a saint)
but because of what this man stood for. A writer for the NY Times captures how I felt in an article entitled “The
Audacity of Hopelessness”: “A bigger part of this election’s story is that millions and millions are willing to vote for a
candidate who has been endorsed by the Ku Klux Klan . . . to vote for a candidate who has displayed open
contempt for women . . . to vote for a candidate whose base is openly hostile to people of color, immigrants and
Muslims . . . a candidate that both encourages and allows hate to flourish. I am terrified that the more virulent of Mr.
Trump’s base will see his election as permission to act on hatred”. She ends by writing: “I feel hopeless right now”.
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And so these are very dark days, almost like a bad dream you’re not waking up from. And it is increasingly hard to
find light but this is what the Liturgical Season teaches us today. Ordinary time is ending and we await a new liturgical
season. All things come to pass and the New always emerges. As one social media hashtag on the burial of FM says
#walangForever (there is no such thing as forever) The beautiful season of Advent, beginning next week, is a
reminder of the fulfilled promise of a longed – for Messiah. But Advent is also about the Hope of a still unfulfilled
promise of a second coming. It is in this context of darkness that we welcome Advent, that we welcome the Hope
that Advent brings. But Hope, as St. Augustine writes, “has two beautiful daughters; their names are Anger and
Courage. Anger at the way things are, and Courage to see that they do not remain as they are.”
Friends, today we have two men that also give us Hope. Separated by more than a quarter of a century, Jimmy and
Mikey are held together by their love for their vocation as De La Salle Brothers. They give us Hope that Religious
Life, that Life as a De La Salle Brother is a life worth living and a life worth growing old for.
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Jimmy was my Director in the Scholasticate and from him I learned the love of books and the love of learning. His
knowledge is vast and wide: from Greek mythology to Philosophy to Botany. But where he really feels at home and
what he really loves is Scripture Studies and exegesis. The last surviving Brother from the Juniorate, Jimmy also loves
teaching. In all his administrative assignments, whether it was Director in Formation Houses or President of schools,
he has always found a way to always be in the classroom.
35 years younger, I’ve seen Mikey grow,
mature and gain confidence in the Brothers.
Only the third Brother from Batangas, he is
one of the few Brothers who did a year-long
live in aspirancy before he joined the
Postulancy in 2006. He spent four years in
La Salle Academy Iligan and two years in La
Salle Green Hills before embarking on his
preparation for Final Vows. He is a very shy
person, almost painfully so, and he is often
quiet, and this is sometimes misconstrued as
aloofness but to his close friends Mikey
remains a deep, warm, fun and loving young
man.
Both are deeply committed Brothers who
are passionate about teaching. They are
examples of what a good teacher is --- they
prepare they classes well and they know
what they are teaching. But they are also
passionate about the students they teach
and care about each one of them.
And so today, on Feast of Christ the King, as
we witness our two Brothers re commit their
whole lives to the education of the young,
especially the poor, let us have Hope. More
than at any time in recent memory it is important that we see this as a Time to Hope and a Time for Hope.
•
•
•

Hope that hate never, ever triumphs over Love;
Hope that our world will always be one where everyone is welcome.
Hope that Justice and Peace prevail;

On behalf of the Brothers of LEAD, I wish Jimmy and Mikey all the best. Congratulations!
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